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1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to illustrate how the

techniques of the theory of dynamic programming, [l], may be used

to convert a number of eigenvalue problems, where one is interested

only in maximum or minimum values, into problems involving recur-

rence relations.

In turn we shall treat Jacobi matrices, some special types of quad-

ratic forms possessing certain features of regularity, and finally

Sturm-Liouville problems. The connection between Sturm-Liouville

problems and dynamic programming has already been discussed in

[2], using an approach different from that we shall present here.

The method discussed below is not only useful for computational

purposes, but provides a method for studying the analytic dependence

of the maximum and minimum eigenvalues upon the analytic struc-

ture of the matix.

2. Jacobi matrices.1 Let us consider the Jacobi matrix

bi      ai 0

ai      b2        at
(1) J =

0      aif-i    bx-i     aif-i

&n-i    bif

and the associated quadratic form

N N-l

(2) Q(x) = ]£ bkXk + 2 Yj atcXkXk+i.
*-l k-1

Define the sequence of functions

fN(y) = Max [bNxN + 2yxN],

(3) *

fR(y) =  Max     X bkXk + 2yxK + 2 "£ akxkXk+i \,
M     Lk~.R k=E J

where the maximization is over the region
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1 Other computational techniques are treated in papers of W. Karush. [4] and

C. Lanzcos, [5].
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N      i

(4) E xk = 1.
k—R

The maximum characteristic root of J is clearly/i(0).

Let us now show that we can obtain a recurrence relation connect-

ing the members of the sequence {fB(y)}. Write

[2 N t
bRXR + 2yxR +     E    bkXk + 2aBxBxB+i

4-B+l

iV-1 -1

+ 2   E   akXkXk+i   .
k=R+l J

Once xr has been chosen, the problem of choosing the remaining xk

is quite similar to the original, with R transformed into R + l and the

constraint on the remaining x* taking the form

N

(6) E   xk = ! — XR-
k-R+l

Let us then set

(7) xk = (1 - xl)U\k, i-R+l,---,N,

so that the constraint on zk is Ef-fl+i 2* = L

We then have

[j                               2   f ^-,       2       2aRXRZR+i
bRxB + 2yxfl + (1 - xR)\    2^   okzk +--—•

Lk=R+i        (i - x%yi2

(8) + 2   E   o-kZkZk+i     •
k=R+l J J

Employing the "principle of optimality," [l], we obtain the recur-

rence relation

(°)    /fi(y) = Max [bRxR + 2yxR + (1 - XR)fR+i(aBxB/(l - xB)' '],
x^gi

for R = l, 2, • • • , iV-1.

A similar recurrence relation may be obtained for the minimum

eigenvalue with Min replacing Max.

3. Extensions. Similar recurrence relations, of more complicated

form, may be obtained from the consideration of matrices of the form
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bi    ai    ci 0

ai    bt    at    ct

Ci    a2    bi    a%        c%  .

0

The basic sequence is

[N N-l N-2

£ bkXk + 2 X a-kXkXk+i + 2 ^ c^Xk+t

+ 2uxB + 2»xje+i   .

4. Some special classes of quadratic forms. Consider the following

three special classes of quadratic forms

(a) G?i = (axi)2 + (xi + ax2)2 + ■■■

+ (xi+ x2+ ■ ■ ■ + xjy_i + axN)2,

(1) (b) Qt = x\ + (xi + ax2)2 + ■ ■ ■ + (xi + ax2 + ■ ■ ■ + aN-lxN)2,

(c) Qz = xi + (xi + ax2)2 + (xi + axi + (a + b)x3)2 + • ■ ■

+ (xi +\axt+\(a + b)x3 + ■■ -+(a+(N- 2)b)xN)\

For the first quadratic form, define the sequence

(2) fn(y) = Max [(y + axR)2 + (y + xR + axR+i)2 + • • •
W

+ (y + xR+ xr+i + • • • + Xiv-! + axN)2],

over the region JjJLb x|= 1.
As above, we obtain the recurrence relation

(3) fR(y) = Max [(y + a**)' + (1 - xl)fR+i((y + xR)/(l - xl)1")].
Ir ^1

Recurrence relations of similar form may be obtained for the other

quadratic forms and for the minimum characteristic roots.

Many other special classes of quadratic forms can be constructed

to yield simple recurrence relations. The form

N

(4) X) l(xk - ak)2 + bk(xk - x*_i)2]
fc-i

is discussed in [3].
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5. Eigenvalue problems. If 0(x) is a continuous function over

[0, 1 ], uniformly positive so that <f>(x) ̂a*>0, the problem of deter-

mining the values of X which yield nontrivial solutions of

u" + \<p(x)u = 0,
(1)

«(0) = m(1) - 0,

is equivalent to the problem of determining the relative minima of

(2) J(u) =  f u'2dx,
Jo

subject to the constraints

(a) I    <p(x)u2dx = 1,
(3) Jo

(b) «(0) = «(1) = 0.

We shall consider here only the absolute minimum. Using a differ-

ent approach, a functional equation connected with this quantity was

derived in [2]. Here we use the following approximate technique.

Consider the problem of minimizing

N

(4) 7 = E («» ~ «*-i)2A>
fe-i

subject to the restrictions

*-*      j

(a) E <t>kUkA = 1,

(5)
(b) «o = x,        un = 0.

Set <f>k =gl, Xk=gkUk, and absorb the A factor, obtaining the problem

of minimizing

(6) /w-£(*_ft±Y,
t-=i \gk   gk-i /

subject to

y-i   t
(a) E xk = 1,

(7)
(b) x0 = zgo,       xN - 0.

Define the sequence
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(8) fc(.) = Min £ (-- —Y.
k=B \gk        gt-i /

with xb_i = zgR-i, over E£. jj x2 = 1, xjy = 0.

We have

(xN       \2
fN(z) = Min (-z )

(9) 4- Vg"     /

and

(10)      fB(z) = Min 17— - z\  + (1 - x^^j/jjfl - xi)'/2)l.
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